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Over the past 12 months, the way
we work has shifted as
organizations adopt a hybrid-work
model to allow employees to work
from home or the office and
leverage collaboration platforms to
power this new model.

 A world-renowned platform used
by more than 200,000
organizations and 190 million
people is SharePoint: a cloud-
based service that gives
organizations a secure place to
store, organize, share, and access
information from any device. 

 SharePoint also powers Teams, a
popular collaboration application
used by 145 million users daily.
Teams allow employees to have
conversations, hold meetings,
share and work on files from
SharePoint inside the app. 

Together, SharePoint and Teams
can be considered must-haves for
collaboration given their features
and content management
capabilities - making it easier for
employees to deliver their work. 

But like any collaboration
platform or application,
SharePoint and Teams can
present challenges when used
improperly, such as content
chaos, and in turn, governance
and compliance issues. 
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https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sharepoint/introduction
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sharepoint/introduction
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sharepoint/introduction
https://support.microsoft.com/en-us/office/welcome-to-microsoft-teams-b98d533f-118e-4bae-bf44-3df2470c2b12
https://office365itpros.com/2021/07/28/microsoft-claims-250-million-teams-active-users/


What
exactly is
content
chaos? 
Each day, organizations create an
ever-mounting volume of content
ranging from documents,
spreadsheets, emails, and even social
media posts. 

We produce at least 2.5 quintillion
bytes of data every day, and more
often than not, that content is
scattered across various locations like
shared drives or file hosting services.
This content sprawl leads to
content chaos: content being
unmanaged, not classified or digitized,
and disconnected from critical
business processes. 

It also leads to organizations lacking a
clear understanding of their dark data
sources: unmanaged information
gathered through day-to-day business
operations that are not used in any
manner to derive insights or for
decision-making. 
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https://techjury.net/blog/how-much-data-is-created-every-day/#gref


Along with security and legal risks, employee productivity, decision-making, and
even well-being also affected. The rate of information growth is now triple when
compared to five years ago and continues to multiply exponentially. As a result,
employees cannot quickly find the information they need to get their work done —
which is more concerning than ever now that remote work is the norm. 

Studies have found that employees spend about 30% of their time searching
for information, and that during this process, distractions like emails and phone
calls can lower their IQ by 10 points. In addition, the stress of not being able to
process all this information as fast as it arrives can leave employees feeling depleted
— and short of breath. Researchers have found that employees now experience
email apnea: irregular and sometimes arrested breathing as they search through
their inboxes. 

How does content chaos
hurt an organization? 
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When content is poorly stored, unmanaged, and not classified or digitized,
organizations risk having sensitive information being shared internally or externally
and/or being unable to retrieve documents in a legal case or a Freedom of
Information Act request. In cases where documents are duplicated out of
convenience, the risk is elevated as organizations may also be forced to submit
them in a legal case or a Freedom of Information Act request. Studies have found
that of all documents created, half of them are duplicates, and others are
redundant, obsolete, or trivial (ROT). A pile-up of these documents can lead to extra
storage space that needs to be managed and costs businesses millions of dollars.
Storing and securing data, especially dark data, typically incurs more expense
and sometimes greater risk than value.  

https://youtu.be/O_Hc_QfntlI?t=859
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iGIAwXRKqqc
https://hbr.org/amp/2009/09/death-by-information-overload
https://hbr.org/amp/2009/08/managing-information-overload
https://www.springer.com/us/book/9783319050287


Organizations can prevent content chaos through better governance and
compliance. Governance involves following a set of policies, roles,
responsibilities, and processes that guide how your employees work
together, and compliance involves adhering to government laws or data
and security requirements. Ultimately, better governance and
compliance can help to drive business results, increase the efficiency
of internal and external audits, and reduce operational costs. 

Meanwhile, the opposite can quickly spiral into an organizational
nightmare with the downstream effect of increasing poor findability along
with security and legal risks. It’s critical to keep in mind that having both
governance and compliance in place in any collaboration platform or
application alone isn’t enough to prevent content chaos. This is because
the reality is some users are impossible to control and will not care to
follow policies and procedures. For these reasons, a balance of people,
processes and technology to drive action is needed to prevent
content chaos successfully. 

How can organizations
prevent content chaos? 
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The first step towards achieving better
governance and compliance is to choose
a single collaboration platform to house
their content, such as SharePoint.
 
Organizations must then put together a
list of requirements to design a proper
information architecture — which defines
how you structure, label, and organize
your data in a collaboration and content
management platform. 

The list should identify content creators,
the types of content they need, and
where data will be distributed based on
business unit, department, function or
other factors. It should also take into
account external and internal access
along with policies and security and legal
compliance. 

While designing a proper information
architecture can be complex and time-
intensive, organizations can use
THEMIS IA to streamline the process
and instantly deploy to SharePoint
without having to code or hire
developers. With its centralized
approach, reusable artifacts, reporting,
historical information, and error-free
deployments, 

 THEMIS IA lowers the complexity in
designing an information architecture.
In the past, organizations would have
to rely on Excel spreadsheets to
compile their list of requirements and
then work back and forth with
developers to ensure those
requirements were met or make any
changes. 

Using THEMIS IA, organizations can
deploy their information
architecture in a fraction of the
time and can expect a return on
investment of over 70% over
traditional approaches. 

How can organizations
achieve better governance
and compliance? 

https://helux.ai/themis-ia/


THEMIS ICE can sift through content, remove ROT content before
migrating, intelligently categorize all content (e.g., invoices,

contracts) and their associated business functions (e.g., finance,
legal), and organize content in the correct SharePoint sites and

libraries.
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Organizations must now decide on what content will be migrated to
SharePoint. As mentioned earlier, the reality is some users will not care to
follow policies and procedures. 

Fortunately, organizations can use THEMIS ICE, a comprehensive solution
that leverages artificial intelligence and machine teaching capabilities from
SharePoint Syntex. 

https://helux.ai/themis-ice/
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/enterprise/sharepoint-syntex-overview
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/enterprise/sharepoint-syntex-overview


In addition, all of this can be done in a fraction of the time and with more
accuracy than it would take for an organization to manually go through
all their content and try to make sense of it. 

Once content is appropriately tagged and in its proper location,
organizations can then leverage Microsoft 365’s compliance center to
ensure they effectively meet their compliance requirements.

Sensitivity labels can be applied to content to ensure that sensitive data
like social security numbers or credit cards are not shared outside the
organization. 

Policies can be created to supervise and monitor communications going
in and out of the organization, and three different retention labels can
be added to documents to ensure they’re kept for a required amount of
time: standard, record, and regulatory record.  
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https://login.microsoftonline.com/common/oauth2/authorize?client_id=80ccca67-54bd-44ab-8625-4b79c4dc7775&response_type=code%20id_token&scope=openid%20profile&state=OpenIdConnect.AuthenticationProperties%3Dgnef5-Wi7J8qL-trIVrZub_dXyhdwrTyYgjaMXmHKJfHIWJhaB2_jJy8nzpWHOrnk7Uf6bYu-N9qeXiw84lY_uNFNj9vt6JR6Ukx5so2-xkgZVRWc84BoopLWX68xIJzAi--UbucljppDg6zKKMXaA&response_mode=form_post&nonce=637655036650220122.OTg1NDRlZDktNDBkMS00MGI3LWE4NTgtNzMzNWQ2NTgyNjAwNDk0ZDBlZTAtZWUzNS00Y2NlLTgxYmItOWYwM2RlNDViN2Ew&redirect_uri=https%3A%2F%2Fcompliance.microsoft.com%2F&x-client-SKU=ID_NET461&x-client-ver=6.10.1.0
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/compliance/sensitivity-labels?view=o365-worldwide
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/compliance/sensitivity-labels?view=o365-worldwide
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/compliance/communication-compliance?view=o365-worldwide
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/compliance/create-apply-retention-labels?view=o365-worldwide


Standard labels would be applied to a
document that should be deleted after a
couple of years but does not need to become
a record, such as a reference document. 

Record labels would be applied to a
document that needs to become a record
and has the option to be unlocked to make
changes to the content or metadata. In these
cases, SharePoint stores the original record
in a different location so that the business
remains fully compliant. 

Regulatory record labels are applied to
documents that need to become immutable
records, meaning they cannot be unlocked to
make any changes. 

Event-driven retention and case-based
retention are also possible. Event-driven
retention allows organizations to base a
document’s retention period on when a
specific type of event occurs, such as an
employee departure or contract termination. 

Case-based retention involves configuring a
retention label on a SharePoint location or
library and setting a compliance asset ID so
that all of the documents within adhere to
the label and are connected together.
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https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/compliance/event-driven-retention?view=o365-worldwide


helux.ai
info@heluxsystems.com 
+1 (613) 291-2683 
310 Hunt Club Road, Suite 303 
Ottawa, ON K1V 1C1 
 

For more information, HELUX, a Microsoft Preferred Partner, can provide
expert advice and support. HELUX specializes in information architecture
and design, regulatory compliance, auto classification, migration and
governance. HELUX develops THEMIS IA and THEMIS ICE. HELUX’s goal is
to always provide the perfect balance between the ease of use that users
expect with the compliance and governance that an organization needs. 

Get expert advice and
support from a Microsoft
Preferred Partner 
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https://helux.ai/
mailto:info@heluxsystems.com
https://helux.ai/

